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Abstract
Upcoming missions to the surface of Mars will use mobile
robots to traverselongdistances from the landingsite.To
prepare enabling technologies for these missions, the prototyperover,Rocky
7, has been tested in desertfieldtrials
conducted with a team of planetary scientists. While several
new capabilities have been demonstrated,foremostamong
these was sun-sensor based traversal of natural terrain totaling a distance of one kilometer. This paper describes navigation results obtained in the field testsand shows that accurate heading estimation provides a significant improvement
over previous results.
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Introduction

In 1997, NASA revisited the planet Mars for the first time
in twenty years. The Pathfinder' lander contained the mobile robot,Sojourner, a 12 kg six-wheeled mobile robot
which ventured out from the lander, taking pictures and
positioning a science instrument against designated soil and
rocks [lo, 91. Based on previous rover prototypes [8], Sojourner was designed to demonstrate theviability of mobile
robot exploration of Mars.
Current plans are to build upon this successful test of
a planetary rover with longer range traversals across Mars
beginningin 2003. Therefore, we havebeeninvestigating
next generation prototype rovers with more manipulation,
mobility, autonomy, and general functionality [16].
This paperdescribes our nextgeneration prototype rover,
Rocky 7, and its successful desert field trials of the long
range mission scenario2. Among the important new capabilities demonstrated are: accurate sun sensor based navigation over long distances, operatorcontrol using rover-centric
imagery,traversal contextualization from panoramic mosaics and nested descent imagery, and remote autonomous
scientific exploration of an extended geologic area.
This paper details the performance of the first of these
technologies Section 2 describes many of the features of our
test vehicle, Rocky 7, and is followed by a description of
its navigation command and control strategies in Section 3.
Section 4 provides an overview of the desert field test objectives and implementation. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section 5, and the indicated areas

Figure 1: The Rocky 7 rover with its mast deployed.
and methods for improvingperformance
Section 6.
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are discussed in

Rocky 7 Overview

Figure 1 shows the Rocky 7 Mars rover research prototype.
Whereas Sojourner employed technology demonstrated in
previous prototypes (e.g. Rocky 3 and 4), Rocky 7 was designed to advance rover technology for future missions, such
as the upcomingMarsSurveyor
Rover Mission3. Among
these rover technologies are: reduced-actuator mobility, appendages and algorithms for sampling and periscopic viewing,improved actuation and sensing, computationally intensive sensor processing, and a contemporary computing
environment [17, 18, 191.
Rocky 7 is slightly larger and heavier than Sojourner,
being 60 x 40 x 35 cm3 and 15.5 kg. Like Sojourner, Rocky 7
employs a rocker-bogie six wheel configuration [5]. However,
unlike its predecessors with four corner steering, Rocky 7
only has steering capability on two corners, driving like a
car or fork-lift. Also, the wheels on each bogey have been
moved close together. While not greatly reducing its step
climbing capability (greater than1.2 wheel diameters). This
configuration change creates an inability to turn in
place

'http://mpfwww.jpl.nasa.gov/
'http://robotics.jpl.nasa.gov/tasks/lrsr/
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about the center of the vehicle, as with four corner steering.
Instead, the nominal rotation axis
for Rocky 7 is located
mid-waybetween thedouble wheel pairs. (Tanksteering
can be used to approximate turn in place operations, but
the extensivewheel slippage corrupts odometer information,
and will cause the vehicle to sink into soft Martian soil.)
To provide views of the surrounding terrain, a 3 DOF
manipulator deploys through a slot in the solar panel and
as shown in Figure 1. It carries
acts as acameramast,
an integrated sensorpackage which has stereo cameras with
counter rotating filter wheels, and an interchangeable instrument canister. The primary function of the mast is to
extend to a height
of 1.4 meters from ground
level and rotate
360 degrees to provide panoramic imagery. It can also look
down at the surrounding terrainor the rover itself, enabling
visual self-inspection from all directions.
Rocky 7 has a full suite of navigation sensors. The configuration of the rocker-bogey suspension is measured with
potentiometers, and the tilt of the chassis is obtained with
three accelerometers. A quartz rate sensor can measure the
rate of rotation of the vehicle about its vertical axis, but
this measurement must be integrated to provide heading,
making it subject to drift as noise is integrated with the
rate signal. The amount of drift is proportional to the total time of integration, and therefore the distance traveled
divided by the speed. Faster speeds can reduce the error,
but they may also increase vehicle vibration on rough terrain, another source of noise and drift. Optimal speeds are
not known at this time. For all of these reasons, absolute
heading sensors are a better solution.
On Earth, the magnetic compass
is the most common
absolute heading device. However, use of a compass is not
legitimate for our tests since Mars has anegligible magnetic
field. Therefore, to provide a reliable measurement of the
vehicle heading we have employed a wide field of view sun
sensor. Used in conjunction withthe accelerometer readings
and an on-board clock, it enables absolute vehicle heading
to be calculated. While a camera could be used
as a sun sensor, the analog position-sensing-device (PSD) based sensor
employed on Rocky 7 is attractive for its fast rate of update
andminimalcomputationaloverhead
[14]. Thissimplicity and speed come at the cost of increased complexity of
calibration, and slight miscalibration did lead to test errors
discussed later in Section 5.1. (Subsequent recalibration has
been performed, andthe sensor is being used in on-going improvements in rover position estimationfilters, whichrely on
the the fast update rate provided by its analog design.)
Although not employed for sun sensing, black and white
CCD cameras are used extensively on Rocky 7, for hazard
avoidance, navigation telemetry, and science data. Images
from pairs of these cameras are captured simultaneously as
stereo pairs. Mast imagery is typically returned to the rover
operators as panoramic mosaics foruse in specified rover
traversals.Body
mountedhazardavoidanceimageryare
typically processed on-board to provide depth maps of the
environment, and then automatically analyzed
for abrupt
changes in height or high-centeringhazards [12, 181. Impassable regions are specified to the navigation algorithm
through a fuzzy classification of the region position:left,

Figure 2: Imagery of Lavic Lake site
a t 862 m above ground
level, taken by helicopter during an emulated lander descent.
Letters indicate the location of pre-positioned ground targets. Solid lines indicated the rover traverses discussed in
detail. Dashed lines indicate other rover traverses. The direct distance from A to D is approximately 1 km.
right, or center. The central region is defined as the width
of the vehicle extending out to 50 cm. The left and right
regions are from either sideof the central region to the edge
of the field of view. Navigation based on this classification
is reviewed next.
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Rocky 7 Navigation

After the completionof Rocky 7’s construction and baseline
programming, a series of increasingly lengthy demonstrations were conducted in the JPL MarsYard and the Mojave
desert. Contained, herein, are the results
of the last of these
tests, a simulatedmission performed at Lavic Lake lava flow
and dry lake-bed on the Twenty Nine Palms Marine Corps
Base [2]. During this simulation, Rocky
7 traversed more
than one kilometer across four distinct terrains, while commanded remotely by a team of scientists and engineers.
The strategyfor a simulated explorationof Mars, as with
a real mission, requires the rover to simply go where commanded, within the limits allowed by the on-board safety
system [20]. This abilitydependsonreliabletechniques
for operator interfacing,mobility, hazard detection, piloting, and position estimation of the rover.
Rocky 7’s operatorinterface is the Web Interface for
Telescience (WITS)[4]. Through it, an operator is provided
with panoramic stereo images taken from Rocky7’s deployable mast, or with aerial images obtained during an emulation of the lander descent (obtain by helicopter). From this
imagery, samples of which are shown in Figures 2 and 3,

Figure 3: Panoramic mosaic taken by the mast cameras of Rocky 7 from the beginning of the traverse from point A in
Figure 2. The center of the mosaic is facing north. The large white patch, visible in both views, is a ground target used for
guiding the aerial imaging.
waypoints and science targets are selected and incorporated
in a sequential list sent to the rover.
The rover interprets each waypoint as a goal to which
itmust navigate while avoiding obstacles. Stereo images
of the terrain are processed on-board the rover, and some
terrain features are interpreted as obstacles [12]. Based on
the location of obstacles and the goal with respect to the
rover, very simple reactive rules are used to decide its piecewise motion [16, 8, 61. That is, the rover either turns in
place by one half radian, or moves forward in one quarter
meter path segments that are straight or in an arc toward
the goal. Then the entire procedure is repeated.
The performance of this sequence of activities depends
heavily on the accuracy of the position estimate of the rover
- globally, locally, and incrementally. Position estimation
of the rover is comprised of down-track and cross-track estimation of position as the rover traverses. First order estimates of the down-track position are obtained directly from
wheel odometry. But theaccuracy of the position estimate is
largely dependent on knowledge of heading, because small
heading errors can develop into large cross-track position
errors during extended traversals. As described above, sun
sensing has been employed on Rocky 7 to provide a very
useful heading estimate [15].

Inpreparation for thetests, four geologically distinct
science sites were chosen within the Lavic Lake area: a
lava flow with desert pavement, undisturbedplaya, cratered
playa, and an alluvial fan. Each of these sites were imaged
by helicopter in a nested sequence that emulated planned
lander descent images for upcoming missions. Figure 2
shows one image from these sequences which captures all
four regions.
The operations center
for the testswas located in a trailer
descent
parked close to pointB. In addition to the emulated
imagery, the rover operator and scientists made all mission
decisions based on information sent back from Rocky 7 in
the form of images and other telemetry. A complete log of
this information is available over the Internet ‘.
In addition to the telemetry used for mission planning,
two other formsof data were collected. First, a complete log
of the rover’s on-board command sequencing was captured,
as well as rover position estimates at each navigation step.
Second, approximately every three meters of traverse the
rover position was marked and the time noted. The marked
locations were later measured with surveying equipment.
The resultsof these measurements arepresented in the next
section.

5
4

FieldTests Objectives

The selected site for the field tests was Lavic Lake, a dry
lake-bed bordered by a lava flow and geologic fault line,
2
and pock-markedbyMarinebombingpractice.Figure
is an aerial view of the test site on the southwestern edge
of the lake-bed. This location was chosen specifically for
these tests by Ray Arvidson, Chair of Planetary Sciences
at Washington University, who led the science team efforts
for this demonstration in preparation for his role as Science
Operations Lead in the upcoming Mars Surveyor2003 Rover
Mission.
For the science team, this demonstration gave a preview
of rover capabilities and limitations to be expected for upcoming missions. For the engineering team, these testswere
designed to provided a demonstration of the system performing long-distance traversals and remote science operations without the aid of a lander. In both cases, it was
assumed there would be some validation and some recalibration of expectations and understanding.

Experimental Results

This section presents the rover traverse results during the
three segments shown by solid lines in Figure 2. The first
segment is closest to the bottom
of the aerial view and point
A, and is referred to as the ‘Sunshine Flow Traverse’. The
second segment is just north of this and is referred to as
the ‘Flow Margin Traverse’. The third segment is between
points C and D, and is referred to as the ‘Cratered Playa
Traverse’. Figures 4 show Rocky 7 and the terrain from
ground level during each of these segments.
Figures 5(a), (e), and (i) show plan views of measured
positions of the rover during the three traverses. Allcoordinates are in a frame with east as positive x , north as
positive y, and the origin located at the base-station near
point B in Figure 2. The dark line in each plot is the onboard estimate of the rover position. The label ‘SPICE’ is
an acronym of the database in which all of the telemetry
was stored (Spacecraft,Planet, and InstrumentConjiguration rnatriz and Events [l]). The squares oneach plot are the
4http://wundow.wustl.edu/rocky7/

(a)Sunshine Flow: roughest terrain,(b)
Flow Margin: flow edge at beginnearbeginning of first traverseand A,
ning of second traverse, looking north.
looking west.

(c) CrateredPlaya:in
shallow crater
C looking
along thirdtraverse,near
northwest .

Figure 4: Views from ground level of traverse terrain for three segments.
position of the rover measured by the Ground Truth Station
surveying equipment. The accuracy of these measurementis
approximately 20 cm, well below the resolution of the plots.
Also shown by solid diamonds are the commanded
goal positions, which are generically called waypoints (whether they
are intermediate or terminal goal points).

Note that the on-boardrover position estimate will typically move directly to a waypoint since the rover always
'thinks' it is headed the right way. In those cases where the
rover does not reach a waypoint, there hasbeen an error condition which prompted communication with base station, resulting in a new waypoint being provided. Error conditions
during the field test had several sources, and were as simple
as inadvertent loss of power due to battery depletion. Also
problematic were data drop-outs due to lost radio communication during thetraverse. These are indicatedby missing
portions of the dark lines on the plots.

5.1

Position Error

Figure 6(a) shows the absolute position errors for the three
traverse. From this plot it is apparent that the error grows
linearly with distance traveled. Aleast-squares fit of the
data is also shown in Figure6(a),indicating
an average
relative error of 6%.

5.2
5.2.1

Heading Error
ObstacleFree

If the rover is considered to be simply trying to stay in a
straight line, the measured position error may be used to
determine the heading error. For the sun sensor, a simple
sensor model assumes an accurate heading angle plus noise:

19 = Bo

+ ng
= 0.

(1)

For simplicity, we can let Bo
Therefore, if the rover
speed is v , its ( x ,y) position will be:

x
Below each plan view in Figure 5 is the same data plotted
explicitly against time from the beginning of the traverse.
Time passage due to temporal breaks at meals or end-ofday have been ignored, but other time passage when the
rover was not moving has been included. Typically the latter was during periods when panoramic images were being
taken by the rover, or commands were being generated at
the base station. These periods appear as flat portions of
the plots and often correspond directly to the positions of
the waypoints.A typical cycle of operation involved the
rover reaching a commanded position tens of meters away,
taking a panorama, and then receiving a new goal based
on the new imagery. In a real mission onMars, each of
these cycles would require at least one day, due to limited
communication opportunities with the spacecraft.

Analysis

= ut cos ng

y

= ut sin ng

(2)

In the absence of noise the rover would drive straight. With
ng = 0, x = v t = d, and the position error is:

=

no
2dsin 2

where the approximation is true for small values of ng. It
is important to note this result
shows that with an absolute
heading device like the sunsensor, the relative position error
is a constant. From the previous section, e/d = 0.06 or 3.4".
5.2.2

IndividualTraversal Results

For the experimental traversalsperformed, two issues complicated the situation beyond simply staying in a straight
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Figure 6: Plot of all absolute position errors versus respective distance traveled for three rovers. The least square fit
indicates is shown as a solid line. For Rocky 7 the error is linear, providing a relative error of 6%.

line. First,terrain considerationsrequired that traversals
be composed of intermediate waypoints, which sometimes
deviated from exactly straight lines. Second, the rover was
actively performing hazard avoidance during the traverses,
which added to position error and forced time to be spent
at headings other than those to thegoal.
For these reasons, it is illustrative to look in detail at
the heading of the rover during the individual traversals,
shown inFigures 5(d), (h), and (1). Note that the externally measuredheading values, indicated by squares, are
very sporadic. This was due to the limited opportunities to
measure the orientation of the rover, since it was moving
and carewas needed to not enter thefield of view of the sun
sensor or hazard detection cameras.
The heading values representedin the figures may be
quantified by looking at the statistics of the measurements,
shown in Table 1. Greater deviation in the heading is due
to morefrequent turning of the rover to avoid obstacles
or reach intermediate waypoints. Thisaction is typically
marked by large changes, as seen in Figure 5(d) and is consistent with the rough terrain and numerous waypoints of
this traverse. Smaller fluctuations in the heading, as shown
in Figure 5(h), are often due to other sources such as sun
sensor noise, accelerometer noise, or sun sensor calibration
error [151.
Experimentation subsequent to these desert field trials
has indicated that the sun
sensor was slightly out of calibration during these traverses. This miscalibration added
an orientation and time dependent
bias to theheading of the
Traverse
Sunshine Flow
Margin Before Turn
Margin After Turn
Playa
Cratered
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Table 1: Statistical description o f heading measurements
during traversals.
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Figure 7: Plot of sun sensor azimuth errorversus azimuth
with different values of elevation shown by contours. This
error is due to slight miscalibration of the sun sensor, but
can lead to significant errors. See text for details.
vehicle, and can account for much of the heading bias error
which led directly to cross-track error. Figure 7 shows the
miscalibrated sun sensor operation range during the traverse
shown in Figure 5(e). During the morning(9:30 - 11:OO) the
operational area of the sun sensor, due to sun position and
rover orientation, caused an error opposite in sign to that
of the afternoon (12:OO - 1:30). Therefore, in the morning,
before the turn, the rover drifted to the right - and in the
afternoon, after the turn, drifted to the left. Recalibration
of the sensor after the field tests removed this problem.
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Performance
Comparison

Even with the calibration error of the sun sensor, the field
tests demonstrated an intrinsic
performance improvement
when compared to other techniques, primarily angular rate
sensing. Odometry alone can be shown to provide no useful
heading information during these tests.

5.3.1

Angular Rate Sensor

I Units I R7
Soi
sun rate
rate
Heading Sensor
395
98
Total Odometry ( d )
m
132 8.4 2.1
Average Traverse
m
3
46
Number of Traverses
0.01
0.12
Speed of Moves ( v )
m/s 0.15
(0.4)
16
Re1 Heading Error ( n W / v ) mrad/m
- 0.75
0.16
mrad/s
Rate Heading Error (n,)
(105)
60
mrad (83)
Abs Heading Error (ne)
6
Re1 Position Error ( e l d )
%

I

When used in conjunction with odometry, angular rate
sensingprovides a moderately useful position estimate,but
much poorer than that obtained with sunsensing. This can
best be seen by developing a sensor model similar to that
provided in Section 5.2.1. In the case of the rate sensor, the
noise is in the rate signal:

=

8

=

( e o + n du 7)

Oot + n u t

(5)

Again, for simplicity let 80 = 0. Therefore, if the rover speed
is v, its (x,y) position will be:
x

=

x

V
=sin n u t

y = ltvsinn.rdr

v cos n w r d r

V

y = -(1 - cosn,t)
nw

n,

Again, the straight traverse value of x
determine the position error:
e = v d ( n , t -sinnut)’
n,

(6)
(7)

= ut = d is used to

+ (1- cosn,t)’

(8)

In the extremesof large and small values for time, thisresult
may be approximated as:
t-0
ezd

t-m:

:

n, d2
e=-v 2

(10)

where the Taylor seriesexpansion has beenused for the
first result. For small distances, the error grows as square
of the distance traversed. For intermediate distances, the
rate error causes the rover to drift in a circle, and its positionerror grows precipitously after nt = ~ / 2 . For large
desired distances, the rover will essentially drive in a circle,
not making any significant forward progress, and the error
becomes equal to the traversal distance.
Despite these obviousproblems, angularrate sensors
have been used successfully for short traverses with the
JPL
microrovers Rocky 3, in the laboratory, and Sojourner, on
Mars5. To betterappreciate Rocky 7 deserttest performance, it can be directly compared with data obtainedpreviously in experiments with Rocky 3, and new data from
Sojourner [ll,31.
Table 2 shows the results for traverses performed by all
three rovers. Not only did Sojourner have very short average traverse lengths, but its commanded traversals
varied
greatly from one day of the mission to the next. In contrast, Rocky 3 was consistently commanded to go a fixed
distance in a laboratory setting. Both rovers drove in terrain that was mostly “Mars nominal” (i.e. terrain with a
rock density average for the Martian surface) [13].
The relative heading error for Sojourner is much larger
than Rocky 3, as expected by its slow speed. However,
it is interesting to note that when vehicle speed is taken
into consideration, the rate of heading error is much less
6Both used the same sensor: model QRS-11 from Systron Donner.

R3

1

335
38
5
-

Table 2: Comparison of traverse performance numbers for
Rocky 7 using a a sun sensor, and Sojourner and Rocky 3
which use a angular rate sensor.
for Sojourner. This improvement is either due to its flight
approved electronics, or the reduced vibration noise of low
speed travel.
The parameter values for heading error of Sojourner and
Rocky 3 have been extracted from the position errors shown
in Figures 6(b) and (c). The large variance in the data indicates thenoisy quality of rate sensing. Both plots may be
compared withRocky 7’s performance shown inFigure 6(a).
Rocky 7 and 3 results include intermediate position errors,
whereas only end of traverse error is provided for Sojourner.
To verify that Rocky 7 error is linear with distance, a
quadratic fit was made to the data shown in Figure 6(a).
The linearity of the data is confirmed by the small Relative
Heading Error, provided in parenthesis in Table 2, which
is an order of magnitude less than that for Rocky 3 and
Sojourner. Without an obvious connection to vehicle speed,
this term has not
been normalized as a Rate of Heading
Error. The use of a quadratic fit actually reduces the size
of the Absolute Heading Error to 42 mrad.
Conversely, the quadraticfit to the Sojourner andRocky
3 data has a substantial linear term, which is provided in
Table 2 with parentheses, under Absolute Heading Error.
The cause of this term is unknown, but is probably be due
to slippage. This linear term for the rate sensor is alone
as large as the sun sensor error. The addition of the the
quadratic term makes it very clear that use of the angular
rate sensor is unsuitable for long range traversing.

6

Improvements

Even with the improvements provided by sun sensing, plans
for ten kilometer traverse missions across Mars indicate the
need to provide even better position estimation. Such information is valuable for scientific understanding of surface features, correlation of ground images with orbital or descent
images, and precision-landing rendezvous with the rover for
sample return.
Several efforts are underway to improve position estimation of the rover. First, improved calibration of the sun
sensor will be accomplished along with the use of a more
precise optics model. Second, terrain features and topology
will be tracked at multiple resolutions to visually estimate
changes in rover position and orientation. Third, improved
odometry estimation will result from improved path plan-

ning that reduces the total distance traveled and restricts
it to the best terrain for driving. Fourth, local terrain will
be monitored with the attitude and
rocker bogey sensors
to compensate for topological effects. Finally, the results
of all techniques will be statistically combined on-board the
rover [7].

7

Summary

This paper has presented the results
of development and
testing of the next-generation rover prototype, Rocky 7.
This rover has been created specifically to validate themission concept of long range navigation across Mars. To this
end therover was given the ability to provide panoramic images to remote operators, from which navigation targets are
selected and provided back to the rover. Key to Rocky 7's
ability to successfully navigate to these sites, is precise onboard position estimation (6% relative error) based largely
on sun sensing for heading measurement. Desert field trials of the rover have validated this operational technique
and shown significant improvements over previous direction
sensing schemes.
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